Candidate

- Senior engineer (15 years experience, minimum)
- CT/MA/NY/RI location preferable, ability to spend at least two days each week in Oxford, CT
- Preferred location: CT, Fairfield/Litchfield/New Haven counties
- Innate mechanical aptitude, strong understanding of mechanical assemblies, good engineering instincts
- Free-lance, independent contractor, OR recently retired, OR between jobs
- Mechanical design and development background required, packaging engineering experience required
- Experience working with consumables required, with portion packs/pods preferred
- 3D CAD experience required, Solid Works preferred

Responsibilities

Güdpod is developing a durable and consumable system. Multiple prototyped designs exist currently. We need focused, targeted design and development expertise for refinement and revision of current portion pack designs. Specifically:

**Design**
- A disposable portion pack (PP) for very high (100,000,000 annually) volume production
- Work scope focus is to build upon existing designs and/or develop alternate designs
- PP must be maximum 3-piece assembly (preferably 2-piece assembly as existing designs)
- PP must be inexpensive, 100% recyclable, food-friendly, bio-degradable preferred
- PP must support unique identifier (RFID tag, barcode, etc) used for point of consumption usage tracking
- PP must integrate unique, positive & secure interface with existing durable machine

**Development**
- Troubleshoot performance inadequacies, make recommendations for improvement
- Creation and implementation of test procedures for reliability testing
- Capture, compilation and analysis of test data
- Design of jigs, gauges, fixtures to facilitate assembly/disassembly, testing and evaluation

**About Güdpod**

Güdpod is a funded, development stage company...an incredibly exciting place to work as we revolutionize how people consume and manage their daily vitamins and supplements. Our small, tech team is based in Oxford, CT and we are looking for a skilled, intuitive, creative thinker to join us and help to build the company.

Send Resume and Cover Letter to:
Brendan Duffy - brendan.duffy@gudpod.com